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Abstract–A formal theory based on a binary operator of 
directional associative relation is constructed in the article and an 
understanding of an associative normal form of image 
constructions is introduced. A model of a commutative semigroup, 
which provides a presentation of a sentence as three components 
of an interrogative linguistic image construction, is considered. 
Given examples demonstrate development of interactive features 
of e-Learning content. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 
Recently problems of computational linguistics have 
become especially important because of a growing demand 
for a natural language interface in the information 
technologies available to Internet users. The research is 
carried out in the development of an approach to modeling 
creative human thinking [1] and is directed towards solving 
the problem of increasing the level of recognition and the 
understanding of natural language constructions. The 
problems which are covered by this research are associated 
with support for human-computer dialogue, relevant search 
of information, e-learning tasks and a wide range of other 
problems in the realm of artificial intelligence. 
From a formal point of view, solving of the considered 
problem is finding particular solutions of a class of NP-
complete problems based on the introduced system of 
restrictions on the multiple meanings of each word of the 
sentence. A key constraint is the notion of linguistic image - a 
set of words with identical roots, which characterize one 
image on a base of morphemic classification - this concept 
generalizes the dictionary entry or lexeme [2-4], in from of 
which concepts in the ontology of the selected subject area 
are set. 
The research of scientific publications on the theoretical 
aspects of the question-answering systems shows that 
methods of support to targeting dialogue types, limited by 
functionality and various mathematical formalisms, are the 
most developed [5-8]. The main functional trends of dialogue 
support systems include the following: erotematic dialogue 
based on a number of multiagent models (finite-automaton, 
the relational model, model based on Petri nets, fuzzy 
automaton) [7], question-answering reasoning in the 
designing management based on the logic of precedents [6], 
dialogue support statistical systems based on partially 
observable Markov processes [9], the dialogue support 
system with statistical error correction [10]. 
And the use for dialogue support such fundamental 
mathematical theories as the theory of groups, allowing the 
use of generalizing lexical concepts, in the scientific literature 
is not described. 
On the other hand, the commutative semigroups [11-13] as 
quite promising apparatus for achieving the goals have been 
investigated theoretically [14] or used for other tasks [15]. 
For example, to make encryption keys cryptographically 
strong [16], for range searching [17], to use in computing 
algorithms for dynamic programming, probabilistic inference, 
etc. [18]. 
Proposed approach for text processing allows search by 
imaginative associations. In this approach, the text is viewed 
as a sequence of mental image constructs. Unlike 
conventional natural-language constructs that take many 
forms depending on the morphology of a particular language, 
the proposed space of imaginative structures is much simpler 
from a computer processing standpoint. Given this fact and 
taking into consideration basic concepts of human associative 
thinking, the meaning of the text data is formalized. Similar 
to the concepts of information theory, a unit of meaning 
(defined as the weight towards the associative connection 
between the two images) is justified. 
In relation to problems in computational linguistics, the 
notion of linguistic images, which allows to calculate the 
"amount of meaning" for phrases, sentences and text is 
introduced. A statistical method for accumulation of 
associative-semantic characteristics of the selected natural 
language is proposed. This method assumes processing and 
transformation of electronic texts into collection of mental 
image constructs. In essence, an opportunity to build "an 
index of mental images and associations" and to solve a 
number of optimization problems related to the "amount of 
meaning" is obtained. The proposed approach can be useful 
for a wide range of problems related to search and 
generalization of textual information, including: 
- improvements in full-text search relevance – the 
approach takes into consideration synonymic constructs, 
antonyms and homonyms, 
- automatic text annotation and summarization, 
- semantic support for translation and dialogue systems, 
- support for didactic capabilities in electronic learning 
systems, 
- implementation of textual content uniqueness checks for  
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SEO systems automation and plagiarism detection. 
The purpose of this work lies in the construction of formal 
aids for representing an image construction as a natural 
language syntagma in the form of components of 
interrogative linguistic image constructions. We mean a 
syntagma as a sentence, in which only meaningful words that 
conform to linguistic images, are retained, and prepositions 
and syncategorematic words are absent. The proposed 
approach with parsing sentences should increase the 
interactive capabilities of electronic learning content. 
Notice that a different meaning of a traditional operator 
sign  \   (subtraction of sets) and ⊕   (modulo 2 addition) is 
given in formula expressions. In accordance with the purpose 
of the research they are used to signify operations of a 
directional relation between two images and to unite image 
constructions, respectively. 
 
II. A FORMAL THEORY Th 
 
A formal theory Th is constructed as an applied theory of 
the first degree based on known provisions of the formal 
systems theory set forth in [19-21], taking into account the 
requirements of a concept of understanding the meaning of 
image constructions (IC) proposed in [22].  
1. We introduce a finite alphabet consisting of symbols to 
be used as: 
a)  } , , , ,..., , , ,..., , { 3 2 1 2 1 t t t x x x Z B A Al n =  – variables; 
b)  } ,..., 1 , { n Con ∅ =  – constants;  
c)  } {\,⊕  – symbols of binary operations defined below; 
d)  } {=  – a binary predicate symbol “equality sign” in the 
sense of the set theory; 
e)  } , , { ∀ → ¬  – logical copulas and quantifiers, where ¬  – 
negation,  →   – inference (if …, then …), ∀  –  universal 
quantifier; 
f) brackets “(“, “)” and comma “,”. 
In accordance with the concept of understanding the 
meaning of image construction elements, we consider that 
symbols from c) denote: \   – a relationship between two 
images in an associative pair  Ω ∈ ω , which meaning is given 
below;  ⊕   – an operation of unifying image constructions 
«AND IC». 
2. We define the procedures for constructing terms (strings 
of characters) and formulas (acceptable expressions) of the 
formal theory Th . Terms are obtained by concatenating 
alphabet symbols: 
a.  Con j Al x j x Term i ∈ ∈ = > < , | :: i ; 
  > >< =< > < Term Term Term :: . 
We denote terms constructed in that way in the associative 
normal form (ANF) by characters  Al t t t ∈ 3 2 1 , , . 
Al x x x x ANF j i j i ∈ = > < , | \ :: ω ; 
> =< > < ω ANF ANFterm :: ; 
> < ⊕ > =< > < ANFterm ANFterm ANFterm :: , 
where  > < ω ANF  is called an elementary term in ANF. 
b. To simplify understanding we separately denote next 
formulas constructed in that way by characters 
Al Z B A ∈ ,..., , : 
> =< > < ANFterm Formula :: ; 
) ( :: > < = > < Formula Formula ; 
> < ¬ = > < Formula Formula :: ; 
> >→< =< > < Formula Formula Formula :: ; 
> < ∀ = > < Formula x Formula ) ( :: . 
For convenient use we add 3 more logical connections, a 
quantifier  ∃   and a functional symbol ×   to the theory Th 
alphabet 
) ( :: & B A B A ¬ → ¬ = ; 
B A B A → ¬ = ∨ :: ; 
) ( & ) ( :: A B B A B A → → = ⇔ ; 
) )( ( :: ) )( ( A x A x ¬ ∀ ¬ = ∃ ; 
) \ ( ) \ ( :: i j j i j i x x x x x x ⊕ = × , 
where &  – a logical «AND», ∨  – a logical «OR», ⇔  – 
if and only if, ∃  – an existential quantifier, ×  – an applied 
functional symbol which is defined below by the symbol \ . 
Hereafter, a formula A , in which a variable  Al xi ∈  or  a 
term  1 t  are connected with one of the quantifiers, is denoted 
by  ) ( i x A  or  ) ( 1 t A . 
3. We select a set of formulas that are considered to be 
axiom schemes. 
Logical axioms (3.1÷3.3 – expressions calculus, 3.4÷3.5 – 
first-order predicate calculus [20]): 
3.1.  ) ( A B A → → . 
3.2.  )) ( ) (( )) ( ( C A B A C B A → → → → → → . 
3.3.  ) ) (( ) ( B A B A B → → ¬ → ¬ → ¬ . 
3.4.  ) ( ) ( 1 t A x A x i i → ∀  [where  ) ( i x A   is a formula from 
Th and  1 t  is a term from Th, free for  i x  in  ) ( i x A ]. 
3.5.  ) ( ) ( B x A B A x i i ∀ → → → ∀  [if a formula A does not 
include free occurrences of  i x ]. 
Proper axioms (3.6÷3.11 – axioms of a commutative 
semigroup [21], 3.12÷3.15 – applied axioms (products) of the 
theory): 
3.6.  ) ) ( ) ( ( 3 2 1 3 2 1 3 2 1 t t t t t t t t t ⊕ ⊕ = ⊕ ⊕ ∀ ∀ ∀  
(associativity). 
3.7.   ) ( 1 1 1 t t t = ∀  (reflectiveness). 
3.8.   ) ( 1 2 2 1 2 1 t t t t t t = → = ∀ ∀  (symmetry). 
3.9.   )) ( ( 3 1 3 2 2 1 3 2 1 t t t t t t t t t = → = → = ∀ ∀ ∀  
(transitivity). 
3.10.  )) ( & ) ( ( 1 3 1 2 3 1 2 1 3 2 3 2 1 t t t t t t t t t t t t t ⊕ = ⊕ ⊕ = ⊕ → = ∀ ∀ ∀   
(substitution). 
3.11.   ) ( 1 2 2 1 2 1 t t t t t t ⊕ = ⊕ ∀ ∀  (commutativity). 
3.12.   ) \ ( , , k i j k i k j i x x x jx x x x x ⊕ → ∀  (transformation  
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of a string to terms in ANF). 
3.13.   ) \ ( , i j i j i x x j x x x → ∀   (finite transformation of a 
string to a term in ANF). 
3.14.   ) \ \ \ ( , j i j i j i j i x x x x x x x x → ⊕ ∀  (reduction  of  a 
term in ANF). 
3.15.   )) ( ) ( ( ∅ ⊕ ∨ ⊕ ∅ → ∀ t t t t  (combining  a  term 
with empty set ∅ ) . 
4. We define a finite set of inference rules, which allow to 
get another set of formulas from some finite set of formulas 
B B A A 6 → ,  «Modus ponens», 
A t A ) (∀ 6  «a generalization rule», 
where the notation  А Г 6  means that А is a consequence 
from the formulas set Г. 
Besides theorems of the formal theory of the first-order 
predicates, in the theory Th such proper theorems are true: 
Theorem 1.  . > >→< < ANFterm Term  
The proof is by induction on a length of derivation 
B B B B = k 2 1 ,..., , : 
a)  > <Term  – a hypothesis; 
b)  j x1  – an induction base: according to the 1st definition 
of a term (2a); 
c)  1 j \ x x  – 3.13 before b); 
d)  > < ANFterm   – according to the 1st definition of a 
term in ANF; 
e)  i jx x 2 1  – or according to the 2nd definition of a term; 
f)  i x x x 2 1 j \ ⊕  – 3.12 before e); 
g)  2 i 1 j \ \ x x x x ⊕  – 3.13 before f); 
h)  > < ANFterm   – according to the 2nd definition of a 
term in ANF; 
i)  l x i jx x
k
k
1
2 1 ...  
  	 
−
 – induction transfer: according to the 2nd 
definition of a term; 
j)  l x ANFterm k ⊕ > <  – 3.12 before i) k-1 times; 
k)  k l x x ANFterm \ ⊕ > <  – 3.13 before j);  
l) > < ANFterm  – according to the 2nd definition of a term 
in ANF. 
Theorem 2. 
> < ⊕ > < ⊕ > >→< < ANFa ANF ANFq ANFterm ? , 
where  Al x x x x ANF j i j i ∈ >= < , | \ ω   for convenience is 
denoted by  > < ? ANF ; 
   > < ANFa   – all elementary terms of 
> < ANFterm , where a symbol  j x  is the first (for example, 
k j x x АНФ \ >= < ω , where  Con k ∈ ), then the next symbol 
is substituted recursively on the principle of depth-first search 
in the tree of a graph, but if  i j x x ANF \ ? >= <  is found in 
recursion, then this search branch is interrupted after this (a 
symbol  i x  and all following it are not taken into account); 
   > < ANFq   – all other elementary terms, 
besides  > < ⊕ > < АНФa АНФ? , that compose 
> < ANFterm . 
The proof for all possible variants of constructing terms in 
ANF: 
a)   > < ANFterm  – a hypothesis; 
b)   Al x x x x j i j i ∈ , | \  – elementary variant: according 
to the 1st determination of a term in ANF; 
c)   > < ? ANF   – according to the definition in the 
theorem 2; 
d)   ⊕∅ > < ∅⊕ ? ANF  – 3.15 before c) twice; 
e)   > < ⊕ > < ⊕ > < ANFa ANF ANFq ?  – provided by 
∅ >= < ∅ >= < ANFa ANFq , ; 
f)   > < ⊕ ? \ 1 ANF x x j   – the first possible 
complication of the variant b) according to the 2nd 
determination of a term in ANF; 
g)   1 \ ? x x ANF j ⊕ > <  – 3.11 before f); 
h)   > < ⊕ > < ANFa ANF?  –  provided  by 
1 \ x x ANFa j >= < ; 
i)   > < ⊕ > < ∅⊕ ANFa ANF?  – 3.15 before h); 
j)   > < ⊕ > < ⊕ > < ANFa ANF ANFq ?  –  provided 
by  ∅ >= < ANFq ; 
k)   > < ⊕ ? \ 1 ANF x x i   – the second possible 
complication of the variant b) according to the 2nd 
determination of a term in ANF; 
l)   > < ⊕ > < ? ANF ANFq  –  providing  by 
i x x ANFq \ 1 >= < ; 
m)   ⊕∅ > < ⊕ > < ? ANF ANFq  – 3.15 before l); 
n)   > < ⊕ > < ⊕ > < ANFa ANF ANFq ?  –  provided 
by  ∅ >= < ANFa ; 
o)   3 1 2 \ \ x x x x ANFa j ⊕ ⊕ > <  –  remove  condition 
1 \ x x ANFa j >= <  for h) according to the 2nd determination 
of a term in ANF; 
p)   > < ANFa   – according to the definition of 
> < ANFa  in the theorem 2; 
q)   1 3 2 \ \ x x x x ANFq i ⊕ ⊕ > <  –  remove  condition 
i x x ANFq \ 1 >= <  for l) according to the 2nd determination 
of a term in ANF; 
r)   > < ANFq   – according to the definition of 
> < ANFq   in the theorem 2, namely, when the term 
> < ⊕ > < ⊕ ⊕ ANFa ANF x x x x i ? \ \ 1 3 2   in ANF doesn’t 
allow reduction according to the axiom 3.14. 
Theorem 3.  > < ⊕ > >→< <
j j j ANFa ANFa ANFa 2 1 , 
where  > <
j ANFa   – subtrees of elementary terms that 
satisfy the conditions of the theorem 2 and for which a 
symbol  j x  is the root;  
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  > <
j ANFa 1  and  > <
j ANFa2   – elementary terms, 
that are corresponding to the principle of constructing of 
> <
j ANFa , but are found in two different terms 
> < 1 ANFterm  and  > < 2 ANFterm . 
The proof for all possible variants of constructing a term 
> <
j ANFa  from  terms  > < 1 ANFterm  and 
> < 2 ANFterm : 
a)   > <
j ANFa  – a hypothesis; 
b)   > <
j ANFa1   – provided by  k j x \ x ANF >= < ω , 
where  Con k ∈  in  > < 1 ANFterm ; 
c)   ⊕∅ > <
j ANFa1  – 3.15 before b);  
d)     > < ⊕ > <
j j ANFa ANFa 2 1   – provided by 
∅ >= <
j ANFa2 , if  k j x \ x ANF >= < ω   is absent, where 
Con k ∈  in  > < 2 ANFterm ; 
e)   > < ⊕ > <
j j ANFa ANFa 2 1  –  provided  by 
k j x \ x ANF >= < ω , where  Con k ∈  in  > < 2 ANFtern ; 
f)   > <
j ANFa2   – provided by  k j x \ x ANF >= < ω , 
where  Con k ∈  in  > < 2 ANFterm ; 
g)   > < ∅⊕
j ANFa2  – 3.15 before f);  
h)   > < ⊕ > <
j j ANFa ANFa 2 1  –  provided  by 
∅ >= <
j ANFa1 , if  k j x \ x ANF >= < ω   is absent, where 
Con k ∈  in  > < 1 ANFterm ; 
i)   > < ⊕ > <
j j ANFa ANFa 2 1   – provided by 
k j x \ x ANF >= < ω , where  Con k ∈  in  > < 1 ANFterm . 
 
III. A MODEL  OF Th  AS  A COMMUTATIVE SEMIGROUP OF IMAGE 
CONSTRUCTIONS  
 
We consider a model of the formal theory Th  as  a 
commutative semigroup of image constructions. Within the 
model we consider that functional symbols denote the 
following relations between two linguistic images [22]: \  – 
«principal -subordinate» relation, ×  –  «subject-predicate» 
relation. Under the term we understand the image 
construction of a simple sentence, and under the formula of 
the theory – an image analog of a logic natural language 
expression. We denote individual images from the set 
} ,..., , { 2 1 n x x x I =   by the characters  n x x x ,..., , 2 1 , terms in 
ANF – by characters  3 2 1 , , t t t , formulas –  X B A ,..., , , an 
unknown subject – Y , an unknown predicate (method) – Z . 
The elementary term in ANF  > < ω ANF │ > < ? ANF  is 
called an associative pair of images, where │ – a denotation 
of the OR operator in Backus-Naur Form. Terms or image 
constructions are constructed from natural language 
sentences on base of the rule 1: a sentence of k  words is 
written as a string of  k ⋅ 2  characters, where each i -th word 
in a sentence is put in correspondence to a linguistic image 
Al xi ∈ , and after this  Con j∈  is recorded as an indicator of 
another image  j x   of this sentence that is principal to a 
subordinate image  i x . If homogeneous parts are found in a 
sentence, then the possible cases are 
2 1 2 1 \ \ ) & ( x x x x j x x j j ⊕ →  or 
j j j
j
x x x x ANFterm x x x x
x x ANFterm j x x
\ \ \ \
\ ) & (
2 j 1 2 1
1 2 1
⊕ ⊕ > < ⊕ ⊕
→ ⊕ > < ⊕
 
Limitations of the considered model: 
• natural language sentences must have both subject and 
predicate, otherwise they are included artificially using Y  
and/or Z  symbols; 
• rule 1 are applied only to meaningful words in a sentence 
that correspond to image constructions, and punctuation 
marks, prepositions and syncategorematic words in sentences 
are not accounted. 
Within the model, theorems of the formal theory Th 
receive this interpretation. 
Theorem 1. Any term that corresponds to a natural 
language sentence (syntagma) and is constructed on base of 
the rule 1 can be represented as a term in ANF: 
> >→< < ANFterm Term . 
Theorem 2. If one associative pair is selected as an 
interrogative pronoun from a sentence represented in form of 
a term in ANF  > < ANFterm , then all elementary terms in 
ANF, which are directly dependent on this pair, make an 
answer, and all other elementary terms from  > < ANFterm  – 
an interrogative sentence 
> < ⊕ > < ⊕ > >→< < ANFa ANF ANFq ANFterm ? . 
Theorem 3. An answer  > <
j АНФa1  on  a  question 
i j x x АНФ \ ? >= <  to one sentence  > < 1 АНФтерм  can be 
completed by a part of another sentence  > < 2 АНФтерм  in 
form  > <
j АНФa2  provided  by  k j x x АНФ \ >= < ω , where 
Con k ∈  in  > < 2 АНФтерм . 
For convenient use of the model of the formal theory Th 
in natural language constructions we introduce rule 2: 
> < > >< >→< < tA tQ ANF ANFterm ? ? , where 
) | ( :: ∅ >= < = > < ANFq x tQ i │
) \ ... \ | ... ( | k m l i k m l i x x x x ANDFq x x x x ⊕ ⊕ >= < ; 
) | ( :: ∅ >= < = > < ANFa x tA j │
) \ ... \ | ... ( | k m l j k m l j x x x x ANFa x x x x ⊕ ⊕ >= < ; 
? – an additional sign that denotes the end of the 
interrogative part  > < ANFterm . 
Strings of characters  k m l i x x x x ...  received for  > < tQ  and 
> < tA  are rewritten by removing repeating characters from  
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left to right. Formally, for the 2nd symbol 
) , ] ([ 2 1 1 1 2 2 1 x x x x x x x = → , for the k -th symbol 
) ... , ... ] | ... | | ([ ... 2 1 1 2 1 1 2 1 2 1 k k k k k k k x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x − − = = = → . 
Similarly for easy perception of a complex answer 
according to the theorem 3 and considering the rule 2 we 
introduce a rule 3:  ? ? :: 1 1 > >< =< > <
j j tQ АНФ АНФтерм  
> < > <
j j tA THAT tA 2 1 ? ,  
where, unlike the rule 2, a string of additional part of an 
answer doesn’t contain  j x  – 
) \ ... \ | ... ( :: 2 k m l j k m l
j x x x x АНФa x x x tA ⊕ ⊕ >= < = > < . 
 
IV. AN INTERACTION FUNCTIONS OF E-LEARNING CONTENT 
EXAMPLES 
 
To demonstrate the capabilities of the model of IС 
commutative semigroup of the formal theory Th we consider 
an example of sentences. 
Example 1. Once I saw (a) little bird ( 25 24 23 22 21 x x x x x ). 
According to the rule 1, we construct a term 
23 25 22 23 23 25 24 23 22 21 x x x x x ; 
– a product 3.12 to substring  22 2123x x  leads to 
23 25 22 23 \ 25 24 23 22 21 23 x x x x x x ⊕ ; 
– a product 3.12 to substring  23 2223x x  leads to 
23 25 22 \ \ 25 24 23 22 23 21 23 x x x x x x x ⊕ ⊕ ; 
– a product 3.12 to substring  24 2322x x  leads to 
23 25 \ \ \ 25 24 23 22 22 23 21 23 x x x x x x x x ⊕ ⊕ ⊕ ; 
– a product 3.12 to substring  25 2425x x  leads to 
23 \ \ \ \ 25 24 25 23 22 22 23 21 23 x x x x x x x x x ⊕ ⊕ ⊕ ⊕ ; 
– a product 3.13 to substring  23 25 x  leads to 
25 23 24 25 23 22 22 23 21 23 \ \ \ \ \ x x x x x x x x x x ⊕ ⊕ ⊕ ⊕  –  we 
have a term in ANF (Fig. 2).  
Thus, an initial natural language construction in ANF is as 
follows: 
saw \ once ⊕  
saw \ I ⊕  
I \ saw ⊕  
bird \ little ⊕  
saw \ bird . 
We denote  21 23 \ :: ? x x ANF = > <   by a word <when?>. 
According to the theorem 2,  ∅ >→ < ANFa , 
24 25 25 23 23 22 22 23 \ \ \ \ x x x x x x x x ANFq ⊕ ⊕ ⊕ >→ < . 
Then, according to the rule 2,  21 x tA >→ < , and 
24 25 22 23 x x x x tQ >→ < . Thus, we have the following result: 
when? saw I bird little ? once. 
It’s easy to prove an equivalence of a graph model and 
presented in this paper theory Th   that is a subject of the 
further research from an applied point of view. This fact 
allows us to use known search algorithms on graphs for 
solving applied problems of finding the optimal path, the 
traversal of the graph and search during processing natural 
language constructions. Presented in Fig. 1 graph is a graph 
of the sentence illustrating an example of using of the theory 
Th  model. The following notation is used: 
Ο  – a linguistic image – a part of a sentence; 
→  – relation between principal and subordinate members 
of a sentence; 
⎯ ⎯→ ⎯
? word   – an interrogative pronoun of an associative 
pair that is used to form an interrogative sentence. 
Example 2. (A) wise old owl lived (in) (an) oak  
According to the rule 1, we construct a term 
4 3 4 3 3 4 3 4 3 ) & ( 5 4 3 2 1 5 4 3 2 1 x x x x x x x x x x → ; 
– a product 3.12 to substring  2 13x x  leads to 
4 3 4 3 \ 5 4 3 2 1 3 x x x x x x ⊕ ; 
– a product 3.12 to substring  3 23x x  leads to 
4 3 4 \ \ 5 4 3 2 3 1 3 x x x x x x x ⊕ ⊕ ; 
– a product 3.12 to substring  4 34x x  leads to 
4 3 \ \ \ 5 4 3 4 2 3 1 3 x x x x x x x x ⊕ ⊕ ⊕ ; 
– a product 3.12 to substring  5 43x x  leads to 
4 \ \ \ \ 5 4 3 3 4 2 3 1 3 x x x x x x x x x ⊕ ⊕ ⊕ ⊕ ; 
– a product 3.13 to substring  4 5 x  leads to 
5 4 4 3 3 4 2 3 1 3 \ \ \ \ \ x x x x x x x x x x ⊕ ⊕ ⊕ ⊕   – we have a 
term in ANF (Fig. 2). 
 
Fig. 1. Graph of a therm (sentence)  21 22 23 24 25 23 23 22 25 23 xxxxx with 
selection of an associative pair  23 21 \ x x  
 
Fig. 2. Graph of a term (sentence)  12345 33434 x xxxx with selection of an 
associative pair  31 \ x x  
х21
х22 х23 
х25   
х24   
when?  
х1  х2
х3 
х5   
what did? 
 
 
х  4 
where?  
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Thus, an initial natural language construction in ANF is as 
follows: 
owl \ wise ⊕  
owl \ old ⊕  
lived \ owl ⊕  
owl \ lived ⊕  
lived \ oak . 
We denote  3 4 \ :: ? x x ANF = > <   by a word 
> < ? did what . According to the theorem 2, 
5 4 \ x x ANFa>→ < ,  2 3 1 3 \ \ x x x x ANFq ⊕ >→ < . 
Then, according to the rule 2,  5 4x x tA>→ < , and 
2 1 3 x x x tQ >→ < . Thus, we have the following result: 
 what did? owl wise old ? lived oak. 
Example 3. (A) centennial oak grew (from) (an) acorn 
brought (by) (a) jay (on) edge (of) (a) wood. 
According to the rule 1, we construct a term 
11 7 9 8 7 5 7 5 12 11 10 9 8 7 5 6 x x x x x x x x ; 
– a product 3.12 to substring  5 65x x  leads to 
11 7 9 8 7 5 7 \ 12 11 10 9 8 7 5 6 5 x x x x x x x x x ⊕ ; 
– a product 3.12 to substring  7 57x x  leads to 
11 7 9 8 7 5 \ \ 12 11 10 9 8 7 5 7 6 5 x x x x x x x x x x ⊕ ⊕ ; 
– a product 3.12 to substring  8 75x x  leads to 
11 7 9 8 7 \ \ \ 12 11 10 9 8 7 5 5 7 6 5 x x x x x x x x x x x ⊕ ⊕ ⊕ ; 
– a product 3.12 to substring  9 87x x  leads to 
11 7 9 8 \ \ \ \ 12 11 10 9 8 7 7 5 5 7 6 5 x x x x x x x x x x x x ⊕ ⊕ ⊕ ⊕ ; 
– a product 3.12 to substring  10 98x x  leads to 
⊕ ⊕ ⊕ ⊕ ⊕ 9 8 8 7 7 5 5 7 6 5 \ \ \ \ \ x x x x x x x x x x
11 7 9 12 11 10 x x x ; 
– a product 3.12 to substring  11 109x x  leads to 
⊕ ⊕ ⊕ ⊕ ⊕ 9 8 8 7 7 5 5 7 6 5 \ \ \ \ \ x x x x x x x x x x  
11 7 \ 12 11 10 9 x x x x ⊕ ; 
– a product 3.12 to substring  12 117x x  leads to 
⊕ ⊕ ⊕ ⊕ ⊕ 9 8 8 7 7 5 5 7 6 5 \ \ \ \ \ x x x x x x x x x x     
11 \ \ 12 11 7 10 9 x x x x x ⊕ ⊕ ; 
– a product 3.13 to substring  11 12 x  leads to 
⊕ ⊕ ⊕ ⊕ ⊕ 9 8 8 7 7 5 5 7 6 5 \ \ \ \ \ x x x x x x x x x x
12 11 11 7 10 9 \ \ \ x x x x x x ⊕ ⊕  – we have a term in ANF (Fig. 
3). 
Thus, an initial natural language construction in ANF is as 
follows: 
oak \ centennial ⊕  
grew \ oak ⊕  
oak \ grew ⊕  
grew \ acorn ⊕  
acorn \ brought ⊕  
brought \ jay ⊕  
grew \ edge ⊕  
edge \ wood. 
We denote  5 4 \ :: ? x x ANF = > <  from the example 2 by a 
word  > < ? where . According to the theorem 2, 
∅ >→ < ANFa , but a word  5 x   (oak) is present in the 
sentence from the example 3. According to the theorem 3, 
⊕ ⊕ >→ < 7 5 6 5 5 \ \ x x x x THAT x ANFa  
12 11 11 7 10 9 9 8 8 7 \ \ \ \ \ x x x x x x x x x x ⊕ ⊕ ⊕ ⊕ .  
 
 
 
Fig. 3. Graph of a term  657891 01 11 2 57578 9 71 1 xxxxxx x x  as additional 
sentence 
Interrogative structure remains from the sentence from the 
example 2: 
4 3 3 4 2 3 1 3 \ \ \ \ x x x x x x x x ANFq ⊕ ⊕ ⊕ >→ < . 
Then, according to the rule 2 and the rule 3, 
12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 x x x x x x x THAT x tA >→ <  and 
4 2 1 3 x x x x tQ >→ < . Thus, we have the following result:  
where? owl wise old lived ? oak THAT centennial grew 
acorn brought jay edge wood. 
 
V. CONCLUSION 
 
Given examples demonstrate intuitive intelligibility of the 
results of applying the model of the formal theory Th as IC 
commutative semigroups to natural language structures in the 
form of sentences in English. Unlike existing formal theories, 
a binary operator of directional associative relation and the 
concept of ANF according to the concept of understanding 
the sense of an electronic text content are applied in the 
formal theory Th. 
A model of image constructions commutative semigroup 
that, based on the theory Th, provides a representation of IC 
of a natural language syntagma as 3 components of an 
interrogative construction of linguistic images. 
Thus, proposed formal approach with knowledge base of 
educational electronic content containing means for parsing 
sentences, provides the construction of answers to a question 
to one or more sentences. 
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